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ABSTRACT

Title of Thesis: The Death of Malls: The Rise of E-commerce and Digitally Native Brands

Alexis Montgomery, Master of Digital Marketing, 2022

Thesis Directed by: Andrew Smith, Social Media and Digital Content Strategy Program Chair

Since the mid-2000s, malls and retail brick and mortar stores have been on the decline. Stores

not making enough revenue in-person; the rise of online shopping and e-commerce, the

COVID-19 pandemic, and the rise of digitally native brands have contributed to this. This

research aims to figure out how the current consumer atmosphere, as well as how the rise of

e-commerce and digital marketing, will impact the mall of the future. This research aims to

discover how local malls are faring, if stores are truly closing and if national retail brands are

pulling out of malls. This research also aims to figure out consumer preferences that could affect

the future of malls and predictions on what malls may turn into in coming years. A social media

questionnaire was distributed on social media to respondents. Respondents were asked their

opinions on shopping preferences and opinions on social media based and digitally native brands

to determine if shoppers are leaning towards those brands. The first part of the research results

suggest local malls are on a trend to turn into local community-like centers with small businesses

or niche specific shops. The second part of research suggests shoppers are nearly split down the

middle in shopping preferences; however, a majority of shoppers have purchased something on

social media or would be willing to. This leads to the assumption that shoppers will continue to

lean towards online shopping and shopping through social media over the next few years.

Keywords: malls, brick and mortar, retail, e-commerce, online shopping, digitally native brands,

digital marketing, social media, omni-channel
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Introduction

Malls have been around for nearly a century and have grown to be centers for trends,

stores, and socialization. Malls have paved the way for customers to experience shopping.

However, in the past few years, many factors have changed the shopping experience and

methods of advertising to consumers. The combination of the rise of e-commerce, COVID-19,

and the methods and launches of 100% digitally native brands have negatively impacted malls.

National retailers are starting to liquidate their stores and pull out of malls and shopping centers

to focus on the growing demand of e-commerce. Brands are starting to see more revenue come

from their online sources than their in-person stores. The effect is a dying mall, with some

around the country already vacant and deserted. With these changes, marketing departments are

focusing on growing channels like social media. Consumers are moving more towards the ease

of purchasing products online and through social media and seem to enjoy the online shopping

experience just as much as in-person. Research will identify why malls are closing at a high rate,

the rise of e-commerce, and an overview of business profiles from companies that are successful

through 100% digital marketing campaigns only. Research will also be conducted using

quantitative data to track the rates of stores closing in local malls to identify trends, as well as

qualitative data performed through surveys on social media to discover consumer preferences on

malls and online shopping to identify correlation between trends and malls dying.

Literature Review

The current state of the field can be examined through four points: malls and brick and

mortar stores closing at high rates, the increase of online shopping and e-commerce, effects of

the COVID-19 pandemic, and the rise of successful digitally native brands that are successful

without in-person stores or retail.
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Malls were created in the 1950s by architect Victor Gruen (“Why U.S. Malls Are

Dying”). They promote a “shop until you drop” mantra that encourages customers to stay in the

mall for hours at a time, designed with food courts to eat while you shop. They were once fully

packed with people, some with nearly 200 operating stores. They were also hangout spots for

teenagers and places of social gatherings. Before social media, there was the mall. Malls were so

integral to our society and shaping pop culture that it was natural for them to be featured in

hundreds of films, TV shows and music videos. Several movies were even centered around

malls, like Mallrats, Paul Blart: Mall Cop, Fast Times at Ridgemont High, and A Christmas

Story. In Fast Times at Ridgemont High, the opening credits starts at the Ridgemont Mall, where

the characters are introduced and all have jobs at the mall (Fast Times at Ridgemont High -

Intro). Two girls work at a pizza place, one works at the theater, etc. This displays that, at the

time of filming, this was a key part of pop culture. The mall was one of the best places for

teenagers to find jobs, spend their time and grow their social life. Another piece of media that

displayed this behavior, though opposite of Ridgemont High, was a Canadian kids cartoon called

6Teen that ran from 2004 to 2010. In 6Teen, the show features six high schoolers who make a

pact to all get jobs at the mall so they can hang out together and be without their parents. The

poster of the show even says “life begins after school.” The show glorifies the mall by calling it

“the mothership” and even takes the mall a step further by dividing the stores into hierarchies. If

a teen works at a food store, they’re lame. If they work at a national retail store, they’re popular.

This behavior and obsession with working at malls was based on real stores. During the early

2000s, Abercrombie & Fitch was booming as a retail store. The brand targeted American

teenagers and aimed to hire the same demographic. Abercrombie represented peak mall culture,

with the shirtless designs on bags being so popular, teenagers would even take them to school
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(White Hot: The Rise & Fall of Abercrombie & Fitch). Abercrombie was the place to be in the

mall, and all of the “cool kids” worked there. The brand was intentionally elitist. Unfortunately,

they landed in hot water and even all the way to the Supreme Court, due to their biased and racist

hiring practices (White Hot: The Rise & Fall of Abercrombie & Fitch). This store, however,

represents why people would go to the mall. In their storefront design were either blacked out

windows or blackout blinds so shoppers couldn’t see what was inside. This served as part of the

lure to get people to come into the store because the only way to see their clothes was to

physically come inside. Inside the store, it was foggy, with club lights and a heavy cologne scent.

The reasoning for this was to create an experience. Abercrombie displayed the height of

branding culture. In the mall, there were different segmented markets. If a teen shopped at

Abercrombie, they were preppy. If they shopped at Hot Topic, they were goth, etc. This is

different from current online retailers like Amazon, who throw everything at consumers at once

and don’t specialize in a certain category.

Malls weren’t always glorified, however. Many consumers viewed them as a place that

feeds off commercialism and overconsumption. “Like a casino is designed to contain and focus

risk, so a mall is designed to do so for expenditure” (Bogost).

Other forms of media were able to portray what the malls looked like in their heyday.

Music videos also featured numerous malls around the country. One music video by Cody

Simpson, a popular singer in the mid 2000s, directed a music video in a mall. In his music video

On My Mind, Simpson is seen going to the mall with friends and chasing after a girl who caught

his eye (Simpson). He goes store by store asking people if they’ve seen her. Eventually, he is

displayed on the mall monitors and asks the girl to meet him at the mall cinema. In the video, we

can see that the mall is busy, with many shoppers in the background. When we flash forward to
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2020, pop sensation Billie Eilish films her music video Therefore I Am in the Glendale Mall

(Eilish). The camera follows Eilish as she walks around a completely empty mall, lip syncing the

lyrics and doing whatever she wants. She eventually goes to the food court and starts taking free

pretzels and slushies. There is not a single shopper in sight, a polar opposite atmosphere to

Simpson’s video just nine years prior.

Today, malls are struggling. This is due to the retail apocalypse, which is the dramatic

increase in closings of brick-and-mortar retail stores worldwide that began around 2010

(Hartmans). Many researchers believe the COVID-19 pandemic is to blame for the rapid increase

in mall and brick-and-mortar stores closing, and while that is a catalyst, this was a trend

happening even before the pandemic. In 2017, Credit Suisse predicted in a research report that as

many as 25% of U.S. malls will close by 2022, due to the rise of e-commerce and discount

chains (Wahba). In 2018, the national mall vacancy reached 8.6%, according to a study by Reis

(Shively). In the years before the pandemic, stores were still closing at rapid rates. Even large

property owners were closing their operations. Brookstone Co, a product and property developer,

filed for bankruptcy and said it was closing its remaining 101 mall stores in 2018 (Friz). It’s not

uncommon for malls to file for bankruptcy. Park Plaza Mall, one of the most prominent malls in

Little Rock and Central Arkansas, was sold off for $100,000 at a foreclosure auction after not

being able to pay rent (Oman). The mall was previously valued at nearly $40 million dollars

(Oman). The Park Plaza mall is 547,000 square feet and contains two Dillard’s store locations as

their anchor stores. Dillard’s is a national retailer based in Little Rock, Arkansas, with its

flagship stores based in the Park Plaza mall. The mall could not make payments after several

stores left the property, including Gap Inc. While there are still large stores inside, the future does

not look bright for the debt riddled mall. Not even the iconic tourist spot Mall of America is safe.
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In 2020, the mall entered a forbearance agreement to avoid foreclosure after being three months

behind on mortgage payment (CBS Minnesota).

One factor of malls closing pre-COVID-19 was the anchor stores in malls closing out. An

anchor store is a large retail department store, usually at the ends of the mall layout. They were

designed to drive customers into the mall with the big recognized names, and in turn, customers

would most likely shop at the other smaller stores in between the two big department stores at

the ends. When anchor stores like Sears, Macy’s, and JC Penney’s began pulling out of malls or

liquidating their stores, it caused other stores in the mall to lose business, due to customers not

wanting to return (Shively). The result is dead malls across the United States. While there is no

estimated number on how many dead and abandoned malls there are across the United States,

over 12,200 stores have closed in 2020 alone (Wahba). Mall closures are becoming so prevalent

that even Bloomberg made a 1980s styled video game where the player is a manager trying to

maintain a dying mall (Bloomberg). In the game, tenants tell the player the foot traffic is too low,

and they can’t earn money. The player has to navigate whether to lower rent or kick the renters

out of the mall. Consumers are beginning to recognize the loss, with one video on Instagram that

says “POV: your childhood mall is dying,” with shots of abandoned food courts, vintage rug

designs, and eerie dark hallways (Liminal Space). The video has over one million views, with

many comments reading how depressing it is and how their local malls are faring. Some

photographers and videographers are even taking advantage of dead malls. One YouTube

channel, called Retail Archaeology, explores dying stores and malls. The channel has over

100,000 subscribers (Retail Archaeology). The hashtag #deadmall has over 31,000 posts on

Instagram with eerie photos of abandoned malls. One of those malls is the Jamestown Mall in the
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Saint Louis area (Medsker, Figure 1). The Jamestown Mall

closed on July 1, 2014. These spaces have no life or

purpose of their own without people to occupy it.

Figure 1. Medsker, Joshua, Jamestown Mall, 14 July, 2021 (right).

In Stranger Things, a popular show on Netflix

based in the 1980s, the third season features the cast

spending most of their time in the mall solving mysteries.

The set of this season is a real mall in America–

specifically, an abandoned mall. The mall is called

Gwinnett Place Mall and is based on the outskirts of Atlanta (Blake).

Jasper Mall in Jasper, Alabama is another example of a dying mall. Directors made a

documentary following a day in the mall with owners, tenants, and shoppers. The mall was

opened in 1981 and was once a bustling place, but it is now run down and empty, with many

stores going out. One of the security guards stated that they might get 30 walkers a day (Jasper

Mall). Since the mall is relatively empty, it’s used for other things, like gospel services on

Sunday in the center, carnivals at night in the parking lot, and military recruiting for the Army,

where they run laps around the parking lot and physically exercise around the mall. One jewelry

store owner in the mall explains his reason for moving his store out of the mall, stating that he

has loved and fought for the mall, but he can’t make a living selling in the mall with so few

visitors each day–even stating he has days where he makes as little as $16 (Jasper Mall).

E-commerce and COVID-19

E-commerce is a threat that has been looming over mall closures for years now. It’s

something that has blown up over the years and is expected to continue increasing. The

Millennial and Gen-Z populations are expected to help the increase of e-commerce, in addition
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to the popularity of smartphones, mobile commerce, and rising acceptance of digital transactions

(“Global E-Commerce Market 2021-2025"). In fact, the Global Digital Retail Market is expected

to grow by $524.18 billion during 2021-2025 (“The Global Digital Retail Marketing Market”).

The e-commerce market already stands at $2.2 trillion, according to a late 2021 report.

E-commerce especially blew up during the COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic forced

lockdowns all across the world to prevent the spread of the disease, with some lockdowns lasting

for months at a time. This forced consumers to stay indoors and caused even the most resistant to

online shopping to eventually purchase their items online for things like fashion, including 14%

of consumers in the United States that purchased shoes and bags online for the first time due to

the pandemic (Chia). COVID-19 caused many businesses to switch directions and move

operations online due to the increase of online spending and loss of money in traditional brick

and mortar stores. Some businesses have even changed their methods to go to omni-channel to

provide different services and experiences for customers to keep up with the times (Rao et al.). In

fact, more retailers–even medium sized ones–are moving to online digital retail, with the retail

technology market expected to rise to $225 billion by 2022 (Cakir et al.). Some businesses didn’t

switch quickly enough. Zara, who relied heavily on in-person stores, suffered a loss of $657

million and had to close down 90% of its stores before declaring they would be upgrading their

digital platforms (Chia). Even  though many retailers and businesses shifted to online or

omni-channel techniques through both brick and mortar and online marketing during lockdowns,

many analysts are predicting these trends to stay well after the COVID-19 pandemic. COVID-19

also affected the methods consumers used to shop. More consumers are using social media

applications and channels to shop for their products with a better experience. Many consumers

are making use of the easy accessibility and are linking their social media accounts to their credit
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cards and mobile payment accounts (Utami et al.). In May of 2020, Instagram announced their

new Shops feature on the app. The announcement stated, “Businesses continue to face the

challenges of selling online as they shift their business models during the COVID-19 crises.

Today we’re announcing a new shopping experience to keep businesses going, and make it easy

for people to shop for the things they love” (Instagram Business Team). The Shops feature

allows Instagrammers to visit a shop from an Instagram profile or through feed, reels, posts, or

stories. Businesses can make a post and label their products that will be linked directly to their

shop’s website link. Social media apps are now becoming their own channels, where customers

can purchase products off the app and have them distributed. There are billions of people across

the world who use social media, and this is a new and effective channel for them to purchase

products. Social media advertising can create an intense and immediate reaction that makes

buyers want the product immediately. In 2019, Paypal Canada revealed in a study that 47% of

Canadian social media users were shopping on social media, and 40% used it to shop during the

holiday season (“The Next Big Trend: Social Media”). This method of shopping continues to

rise, with sales rising in the U.S. by 35.8% to $36.62 billion in 2020, according to an eMarketer

report (Monteros). Social media shopping has also allowed for new trends, such as influencer

marketing, paid partnerships, and livestream shopping. According to the PayPal Canadian

survey, 41% of Canadian social media users say they are inspired by product and service

recommendations from social media influencers and content creators, and 62% of Canadian

social media shoppers say they are more inspired by the holiday gift recommendations they see

on social media versus those they see in-store (“The Next Big Trend: Social Media”).

Influencer marketing is the use of influencers on social media apps advertising products

for brands to attract customers to purchase items. Some influencers get a cut or a percentage of
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sales with their “personal codes.” Other influencers also do paid partnerships on Instagram,

which is when influencers tag brands when they’re reviewing or advertising products. This

creates the perfect environment for digitally native brands to sell products and thrive. One

example of a brand that uses both influencer marketing and a digitally native brand is Makeup

Geek by Marlena Stell. Stell is a beauty influencer who began her success through her YouTube

channel with makeup tutorials. She has acquired over 1 million subscribers on YouTube and

nearly 700,000 followers on Instagram. Stell says she crowdsources products and ideas from her

audiences on social media, like getting her followers to name products, with winners receiving

gifts (Johnson). The influencer has been successful with the launch of her makeup brand by

advertising through social media only. In 2017, she earned $22 million from the company

(Broken: Makeup Mayhem).

Businesses switching to e-commerce is also cheaper in the long run compared to

traditional brick and mortar and even omni-channel operations. The costly expense of running a

brick and mortar store is another contributing factor of national brands pulling their stores out of

malls. When running a brick and mortar store, there is a large overhead cost that includes: rent,

employee wages and benefits, utilities, maintaining inventory, local advertising, business

licenses, displays and decorations, cleaning and maintenance, insurance and computers (Indeed

Editorial Team). Over time, this is considerably more costly than a business using solely online

operations. National brands also have to use anticipatory shipping methods to their retail stores

located in malls to predict how many units to ship to each location. If the calculations are

underestimated or overestimated, this could cost the company.

Malls in general attract a large number of daily truck trips. Malls possess retail, food and

other services that require constant shipments (Cheah et al.). These freighters can take several
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trips to malls in different areas and can be a waste of gas and expenses for a national brand.

Many national brands are recognizing that the Millennial and Gen Z generations seem to prefer

online shopping and are making some of their brick and mortar stores micro distribution centers

to ensure same-day delivery to online customers (Funke). Customers can order an item online

and have it shipped to them from a local store on the same day. In addition, using stores as

distribution centers is the least profitable model for companies. While some stores are

geographically closer to most shoppers than the shipping warehouses, retailers are paying for

double the shipping for merchandise (Reagan). National brands would pay to have the items

shipped to their brick and mortar stores and then again to a local customer. Employees will also

have to pick, pack and ship the items to a shopper’s home. While national brands are trying to

switch to omni-channel to keep up with customers’ demands, it’s costing them a lot of money to

keep the stores open and invest their money into multiple methods.

The Rise of Digitally Native Brands

Digitally native brands, brands that are born digitally either online or through social

media, have been on the rise in recent years. Some of these brands have blown up, with the best

generating nearly $1 billion in revenue in as little as four years (Broitman et al.). Digitally native

brands can have advantages over traditional brick and mortar retail stores because they get a

wider accessibility to their consumers and, in turn, get a better idea of their customer profile and

who they are advertising to. This makes it easy to quickly fine tune products based on customer

responses, grow their customer base, and even monitor purchasing behaviors (Broitman et al.).

Digitally native brands also have additional benefits over traditional retail, with the availability

to use popular influencers on social media. Over time, influencers can become brand

ambassadors and give sneak peeks of products to customers who become more eager over time,
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which helps promote the brand (Coll and Micó). These brands have had an adverse effect on

malls. During the mall’s peak, you would go to the mall with certain groups and stop by stores

that fit your “style.” Consumers would buy into a culture they would want to fit into. We no

longer get our culture and style from the mall, but from influencers on social media apps. Now,

digitally, you can be a part of any culture you want by posting, tagging, or liking a product or

brand (Sidell). It’s a new way to express yourself as a person and as your visual aesthetic.

E-commerce sales in the United States are further expected to grow, with some predicting sales

will exceed $44 billion by 2023 (Chevalier).

Business Profiles of Digitally Native Brands

IL Makiage

The “Woke Up Like This Flawless Base Foundation" by IL Makiage is a new foundation

that popped up on social media just a year ago and has been successful. It is a foundation that

claims to match exact skin tones, and unlike other products, asks customers to take a test to get

an exact match. The “Woke Up Like This” foundation has primarily been marketed on social

media applications, such as Instagram and Snapchat. The product has a test that claims to give

the consumer an exact color match without ever having to see their skin tone or face. It also

claims it has a 90% matching accuracy at the first color swatch. IL Makiage reported it achieved

$260 million in revenue in 2021. Oran Holtzman, CEO of Oddity and IL Makiage, says the

brand doesn’t plan on selling the “Woke Up Like This” foundation at retail stores (Sandler). The

brand says the product has done very well so far in online and social media sales, and the

company said COVID-19 helped boost online makeup sales, with the “Woke Up Like This''

selling the most units. Their goal is to increase their marketing campaigns on social media and

sell more foundation units. According to Forbes, the makeup and beauty industry is worth $532
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billion (Danziger).With their campaign, IL Makiage has built a loyal base with their “Woke Up

Like This” foundation and have attracted many just through their social media campaigns. They

have also used influencers to promote their foundation, while older makeup companies tend to

use models in magazines and print ads, etc. The current generation is turning away from “perfect

looking” and typically non-diversified models and is embracing influencers who seem more

relatable.

On IL Makiage’s website, it currently has over 447,000  reviews and sits at 4.5/5 stars.

“I’m the kind of person who never trusts advertising specially about cosmetic products,

but I have to admit that when I saw this foundation’s add in Instagram I said myself ok try it, and

honestly I thought to order it and return it, just to try a chance, the advertisement was so

impressive but I never thought that it would be perfect in reality as well, but when I applied the

foundation I found it has been my best decision for ever regarding cosmetic stuff, now I’m going

to order another one for my friend as well…” one reviewer wrote with pictures.

This comment alludes to the idea that consumers are becoming more willing to buy from

digitally native brands and purchase products on social media apps.

Glossier

Glossier is also a successful digitally native brand. Glossier launched online in 2014, and

since then, has been valued at $1.2 billion dollars (Berger). Emily Weiss started the company

through the inspiration of her blog. Weiss started a blog called Into the Gloss in 2010 while she

worked for Vogue. Inspired by the makeup industry, Weiss launched the beauty brand Glossier

online with only four products. To advertise, instead of taking traditional routes like advertising

on television or the radio, Glossier performed all of their marketing on their blog and social

media. The brand now has over 2 million followers on Instagram. Most makeup brands use
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cosmetic retailers to sell more units, such as Ulta or Sephora. Glossier does not use any of these.

All of their sales are through their websites or through pop-up stores. Alison Gaither, an analyst

for Mintel’s US Beauty and Personal Care Reports, said that pop-up stores for Glossier were very

successful (Berger). Another reason the brand is so successful is through their belief that

everyone can be an “influencer.” Since influencer marketing is very popular in the beauty

industry, Glossier relies on bloggers, vloggers, and influencers to help promote the brand. In fact,

the brand even has a referral program that offers discounts to people who refer the brand on

social media (Ravi). To create buzz before products are launched, Glossier will send out free care

packages to influencers that contain the soon to be revealed products. They even created a social

media campaign that released new products through celebrities wearing the products on the red

carpet. This campaign received over 108,000 Instagram interactions on the posts (Ravi). This

helps grow anticipation and sales. Glossier is a digitally native brand that found success through

social media marketing with the use of influencers and digital sales. The brand found success

without having to go into brick and mortar stores.

Colourpop

Colourpop is another indie brand that started in 2014. Colourpop is a makeup company,

based in Los Angeles, started by siblings John and Laura Nelson. The brand is known for their

success through their marketing strategy that relies solely on social media. Colourpop boasts

over four million followers on Instagram. Colourpop uses social media to hype up product

releases and collaborate with influencers to make customers excited to buy it. Their social media

pages also give followers an experience they otherwise wouldn’t have with a “behind the scenes”

feel. On their Snapchat stories, the brand would show followers unboxing reveals, color

swatches, tutorials with products, and even behind the scenes shots from upcoming videos or
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collaborations (Borovic). The brand uses tactics like nostalgia marketing with their many

collaborations. These collaborations include popular shows from the 1990s, like Sailor Moon and

PowerPuff Girls eye palettes. They also use Instagram Advertising, which allows businesses to

create a paid advertisement on the platform that allows them to choose a target audience with

location, age range, gender, etc. Colourpop has used this to do paid partnerships and

collaborations with famous influencers like KathleenLights, one of the most popular YouTube

beauty influencers (Delbaere et al.). Working with influencers builds brand engagement. When

the influencer posts about an upcoming collaboration, it could be seen by millions– or in

KathleenLights’ case, one of the 500 million views on her YouTube channel (Delbaere et al.).

This promotes a brand like Colourpop, and they can get way more views than they would with

their own social media channels. In 2020, the brand released 34 collections throughout the year,

which is astounding, considering most companies only release one per season. Laura Nelson said

that they are able to take feedback from social media of what shoppers desire and are able go

from an idea to a full product in just five days (Broken: Makeup Mayhem). Because of digital

and social media marketing, brands like Colourpop are able to gain something they never have

before with traditional marketing methods: direct feedback. The brand is able to see how

followers directly interact with their posts, which allows the brand to see what type of content

and products followers like and don’t like. For example, if a follower were to comment, “I wish

you guys would make more pink lipsticks” or “I didn’t like how chalky this eyeshadow formula

felt,” a brand like Colourpop gets an immediate response without having to perform surveys or

other marketing research methods. It is cheaper and faster. Many brands find this as a benefit;

with chat boxes and DMs open, it allows a practice of instant communication and trust in a brand
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(Appel et al.). Plus, without having to rely on outside retailers to help sell their products, they

also get direct analytics on how well their products are selling through their website.

Target

On the other hand, while many businesses are successful with their digital marketing

techniques and investing more money digitally than in-person shopping, Target is doing the

opposite. Target is famously known for their ability to draw consumers into stores and make

them spend more money and purchase more items they intended. It has even caused memes and

jokes about not being able to leave the store without a basket full of items. "I went to Target on

Friday for cat food and I left with $200 worth of stuff," one Reddit user wrote (Hanbury). Target

is a strong competitor when it comes to the in-person shopping experience and is well aware of

their position. Target plans to remodel over 1,000 of their existing stores to make the customer

shopping experience better. Target hopes to draw consumers in and keep them returning. In fact,

Vice President of Target, Justin Burns, said Target is estimated to spend between $4 to $10

million on each remodeled store (Zumbach). This is a bold move, considering more and more

sales are placed online. However, Target believes it will pay off, since more than 95% of Target’s

second-quarter sales were fulfilled in their stores (D'Innocenzio). While Target does well selling

items online and through their curb-side pickup option, their in-store method works and is

successful because of the layout and customer experience. Target is well known for their

seasonal options, leading consumers to buy heart shaped pillows for Valentine’s Day, a “spooky”

scented candle for Halloween, and a Christmas wreath for the holidays. They are also known for

their “grab and go” sections that are typically placed at the front entrance and exit of the store.

It’s seen as a “last chance” option that encourages shoppers to load their carts up. In all, Target
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seems to be doing fine with their in-person stores and sales right now. They have a successful

model due to the experience they offer their customers.

Future of Malls

While malls and brick and mortar stores may be closing at a high rate, these physical

stores have the opportunity to turn into different things that may draw customers back into stores.

The reason consumers enjoy shopping in-person is because of the experience shopping can

provide at physical stores. For example, pop-up retail and stores blew up during the COVID-19

pandemic (Belanger). Pop-up shops promote a unique experience for customers and encourages

small business owners in the community to get involved. The Mid Rivers Mall in St. Peters, MO

offers a store called “Pop-up Shop” that allows local business owners or anyone in the

community to rent out the store in the mall for up to a week to promote their own business and

products to gain a wider audience. The in-person stores that are surviving are those that are

centered around customer shopping experiences. This can include malls that are heavy on having

activities and attractions, like Mall of America, which contains rollercoasters and even a water

park. Some malls in Asia still serve as meeting and gathering spots renowned for their pop-up

events for TV shows and art installations (Sidell). Luxury brand themed malls are also faring

well, since those are brands that can be difficult to find online and sell themselves on the

“experience” of touching, feeling, and purchasing a luxury item. A few researchers even predict

that luxury mall property owners will buy more property and expand over the years, since they

have been successful during a time where other traditional brick and mortar stores and retail

malls have not (“Why U.S. Malls Are Disappearing”). Other types of experience based stores

include the niche specific ones. In the Mid Rivers Mall, there are also multiple personal training

stores inside, where patrons can set up appointments to work out with a personal trainer inside of
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the mall. Other stores that are doing well are the ones that contain items that are difficult to find

online, like VStock and Slackers, that sell records, posters, and limited edition items from rare

collections. Malls that focus on shopping experiences don’t all have to be in-person, however.

One mall in Singapore is offering an omni-channel experience where shoppers could stroll

through the mall while the mall’s mobile app will place an order of the shopper’s favorite drink.

If the shopper takes a picture of a dress they like, the app will know their measurements and

show how the garment will fit them and even offer alternatives. When they are done browsing

and taking pictures, they can see their cart and pay for the items, with them being delivered to

their door the next day, adding the combination of seeing the materials in-person and the

convenience of ordering online and delivery (Chia). Similarly, the Metaverse, a 3D virtual world

that is being developed by Meta, will allow users to purchase non-fungible tokens (NFTs) like

artwork, virtual objects, and even virtual real estate through the experience. Through studies, up

to $935 million has been traded for NFTs, which is a significant amount (Nadini et al.). It could

be possible that, in the future, there could be virtual malls created with a new experience to

shoppers and new products.

Another potential use for malls in the future is turning them into distribution centers.

Malls already fulfill same day pickup shipments and other distribution processes, so they would

be equipped to handle freighters. Large corporations like Amazon could buy out dying malls and

turn them into their own distribution centers. Amazon has already converted 23 retail spaces to

industrial use cases (Counihan).

“With the probable collapse of brick and mortar retailing, there will be a consolidation of

the remaining off-line retailers to a smaller set of malls leaving the remaining mall owners with

little to no demand and seeking an escape hatch. When this happens, it is only natural for online
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retailers and others who rely on proximity to populations to snatch those properties up at a cost

per square foot lower than typical industrial real estate,” a AFS Logistics CEO commented

(Counihan).

Many Americans are obsessed with the nostalgia that surrounds the decades where malls

were at their peak. Humans are fascinated by things of the past being so polar opposite of today’s

aesthetics. This holds true in a Delaware mall where a vintage Burger King restaurant was

discovered behind one of the walls in the building (Patrick). After posting the pictures on social

media, the images and pictures went viral, fueling the obsession. If our society is so obsessed

with replicas of the past and wondering what life was like back then, it wouldn’t be

inconceivable to believe that Americans would want to pay to live for this experience again. If

malls were able to remake a set to look like the infamous designs of the 1980s and 1990s and

charge a fee to live the experience, malls might be repurposed as experiential tours. This could

be an opportunity to profit off of those who glorified the days of malls and educate generations

who did not grow up with these experiences.

Methodology

Methodologies commonly used in this field of study include Marxism, postmodernism,

and cultural studies theories. These help point to the cultural importance of malls, the roles they

play in society, and the economic impact they have played as well as what that impact will be if

they continue to die out.

Malls and shopping centers are urban atmospheres of capitalization (Gandy). A shopping

mall is like a highway of social interaction. They are focused on the branding of major

businesses in these centers to draw in consumers to shop. Malls depend on a continuous flow of

constant new clothes and products from major companies for its success (Deka). At one point,
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malls were the peak of globalization, uniting consumers to shop for the betterment of our

economy.

Malls are known as “a space of interior capitalism” (Mubi Brighenti and Kärrholm). Over

the years, these shopping centers have seen the rise of “mallification”, the diffusion of

increasingly large shopping compounds. Brick and mortar stores have always provided

atmospheres that make comfortable places to shop. However, malls take it a step further and are

economic hubs that have arcades, food courts, and even spas inside in hopes to keep the

consumers in the building for longer, resulting in more sales. Unfortunately, malls can be

partially elitist, since they tend to attract middle white class consumers the most (Mubi Brighenti

and Kärrholm). Shopping malls do support a classist outlook on things, with consumers carrying

around smartphones, handbags, and logoed clothes. This supports the Marxist theory that even in

shopping centers meant to be a place of gathering, we can identify each individual “class” by the

clothes they’re wearing and what stores they are buying their products from. In the mall, there

are different segmented markets. If a teen shopped at Abercrombie, they were preppy. If they

shopped at Hot Topic, they were goth, etc. These stores also use a form of invisible control that

consumer culture has on society. Even though there are stores that differ in styles, they play the

same songs on the radio to their target audience while shopping that provides minimal room for

independent thinking in consumer culture (Hodkinson, 137).

In addition for the Marxist theory, mall management has a form of control over patrons

and independent businesses. They can rule over the mall in an authoritarian way. These spaces

are like society, monitored by an authoritarian figure even in malls with security guards who can

kick shoppers out as they see fit. This is a form of visible control in our society. There are also

less visible forms of control in our society that we face in the mall. Whether a shopper chooses
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an outfit from Nordstrom or Dillard’s, they are still receiving their clothes from a giant, corporate

retail company. We as consumers are constantly feeding into this capitalist giant. Mall owners

typically prefer to favor the large companies in comparison to the small businesses in the mall

(McGreevy).

Shopping malls are also centered around postmodernism, especially as postmodernism

focuses on artifacts with unique architecture and an attachment to pop culture. Malls are unique

in the fact that they are one of the few places in society that people come to converge at a

singular location for a diversity of reasons (McGreevy). These massive shopping centers are

designed to be colorful and glamorous, inspiring excitement. Malls use aesthetics that

subconsciously influence consumers with symbols of pop culture and imagery they absorb

through social media and mass media. The mall’s postmodernism also comes via its irreverence,

lack of pretension, and use of pastiche (McGreevy). Postmodernism is so prevalent in our culture

and influences our way of life. Malls were hangout spots for teenagers and places of social

gatherings. Malls were so integral to our society and shaping pop culture that it was natural for

them to be featured in hundreds of films, TV shows and music videos.

Shopping malls can also be analyzed with the cultural studies theory, in the fact that you

could find all types of art in a shopping mall. Malls use decorative arts by dressing up the store

windows for shoppers that display everyday materials and clothes. These displays can also show

who they are marketing to. For instance, polos and khaki shorts would most likely target teen and

college boys, and Nike would target athletes. This represents the ideas and values of that current

time period by displaying what is trending at the time (Hall, 6). This shows that shoppers create

and consume culture. Other art forms are displayed in shopping malls, including the vessel itself.

The architecture of a mall is integral in creating a unique shopping experience and providing a
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cozy and nostalgic place for most. Architecture has never been idle and is representative of the

activities it insights by its design (Benjamin, 36).

Global culture is mixed into American society, and the mall is the perfect example of

demonstrating this. The shopping mall is one of the few places you can go to buy Korean

skincare products in makeup stores, visit stores with Japanese anime products like Slackers or

VStock, hear American pop music blasting on the surround system, and get tacos at the food

court (Dines and Humez, 587). The mall is a melting pot of all sorts of genres, styles, and

especially global trends. Shopping has always been a global experience. We buy products from

all over the world, from China to Germany. The mall was one of the first places you could do

this. Consumers could get a handbag with Italian leather at one store and go to another store and

get a perfume from France. This is an example that American culture likes to take all of the

popular global trends and throw it in one place, with malls being one of the first spaces to

achieve this amount of unique products in one space.

Other research on social media and digital advertising related topics typically take on a

mixed-method approach, using both qualitative and quantitative data in studies. For this topic, I

have conducted my own research, using a mixed-method approach as well. First, research will be

conducted on local malls to determine the percentage of operating capacities in local malls

around the Saint Louis area, what percentage of stores in these malls are large national brands,

and what percent of stores are locally owned stores. This will help to discover if retailers truly

are pulling out of malls and shutting down brick and mortar operations to switch online.

Determining the vacancy percent will also help determine what the future of malls will look like

and give a good idea of the rate of closure. For my research, three local malls in the Saint Louis

area will be analyzed:
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1. West County Shopping Center

2. Mid Rivers Mall

3. Chesterfield Mall

Next, a study was conducted using Google forms to determine if consumers enjoy online

shopping more than in-person shopping, such as malls, and if consumers do enjoy shopping on

social media, and their trust in digitally native brands. This will help gain insight on what the

future might look like and help predict the future of malls. Each question is multiple-choice

except for the second question, which is a short answer to fill in the blank. The Google forms

survey link was posted on my social media channels. Participants' names and emails were not

collected for anonymity.

There is a total of six questions on the survey:

1. Do you prefer online shopping or in-person shopping? (quantitative)

2. Why do you prefer online or in-person shopping? Ex. convenience, excitement for

packages, seeing materials etc. (qualitative)

3. Would you trust or buy from a brand that advertises only through social media?

(quantitative)

4. Would you buy from a digitally native brand: a brand that is launched online or through

social media platforms and has no in-person stores? Ex.: Adore Me, Casper, Glossier,

Hero Cosmetics (quantitative)

5. Have you ever purchased an item through a social media platform, like Instagram,

Facebook, Snapchat, etc.? (quantitative)

6. What is your age range category? (quantitative)
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Results

For the first part of research into local malls, I found that out of the three malls, all three

had at least some store closures and vacancies. One in particular, Chesterfield Mall, only had 12

operating stores out of a total 142 available stores. The results stand below:

West County Mall

Location: Des Peres, MO

Total stores in mall: 143

Total operating stores: 139

Vacancy Percent: 3%

Amount of national brand stores: 114

Amount of small businesses/locally owned stores: 25

Figure 2. Montgomery, Alexis. West County Graph.

Overview

The West County Mall center is the leading mall in the Saint Louis area out of these

comparisons. West County has the lowest percentage of vacant stores and the largest amount of
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national brands in comparison to other malls. I believe West County will be a healthy mall for

more years to come, until these national brands do begin to pull out of the mall, and they will

have to rely on small businesses to rent out the vacant stores.

Mid Rivers Mall

Location: St. Peters, MO

Total stores in mall: 110

Total operating stores: 58

Vacancy Percent: 47%

Amount of national brand stores: 45

Amount of small businesses/locally owned stores: 13

Figure 3. Montgomery, Alexis. Mid Rivers Graph.

Overview

The Mid Rivers Mall was the second best mall, with the second best rate of operating

stores. Mid Rivers faces a nearly 50% occupancy rate, which is not promising for the future of
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this location. At this rate, the mall has a good chance of shutting down within the next few years,

with tenants not being able to help pay rent. However, out of the operating stores, over 75% of

them are national brands, so that will help the mall hang on a little while longer. One interesting

trend out of this research was that many of the small business stores were stores that offer

services. For instance, there were three gyms that offered lessons or personal training. There was

also a first aid training service in one of the stores.

Figure 4. Montgomery, Alexis. A permanently closed store in the Mid Rivers Mall, 7 Feb. 2021.

Chesterfield Mall

Location: Chesterfield, MO

Total stores in mall: 142

Total operating stores: 12

Vacancy Percent: 91.5%

Amount of national brands: 2

Amount of small businesses/locally owned stores: 10
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Figure 5. Montgomery, Alexis. Chesterfield Graph.

Overview

The Chesterfield Mall fared the worst out of the three. What at one time used to have

over 140 operating stores in the mall now has 130 vacancies and only 12 operating stores, with a

91.5% vacancy rate. Even the food court is permanently closed. Due to the vacant stores and low

foot traffic, the mall has started a “Chesterfield Mall Walkers Club” that allows patrons to walk

around the mall. This would be a mall that is on the verge of closure. Only two national brand

retailers are left in this mall: VStock and Macy’s, with Macy’s being the anchor. It also has an

operating AMC theater on the third floor and a Cheesecake Factory restaurant at the front, which

helps keep the mall operating. The other businesses in the mall are various, with a karate dojo,

soccer lessons, several art galleries, an internet gaming cafe, and even a drug testing center

where customers can take drug tests for jobs, etc. Also because of the closures, on the bottom

floor, there are several badminton and pickleball courts for patrons to play rounds at, making it

look more like a community center, with the walkers on the top level and players at the bottom
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level of the building. Each Friday night, part of the lower level of the mall, where the food court

is located, is turned into a dance floor by the JitterSwing Dance Club, originally from Arnold,

Missouri.

Figure 6. Montgomery, Alexis. Chesterfield Mall Walkers Club, 7 Feb. 2021.
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Figure 7. Montgomery, Alexis. Badminton and pickleball courts on the lower level, 7 Feb. 2021.

Figure 8. Montgomery, Alexis. The JitterSwing Dance Club at their Country Dance event, 18 Feb. 2021.
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For the second part of research, I found that consumers are nearly split down the middle

of their preferences on shopping in-person at malls or online. Out of those who took the survey,

nearly three quarters of participants would trust a digitally native brand. Over half of the

participants have purchased items through a social media channel. There were a total of 36

participants.

Results

Figure 9. Montgomery, Alexis. Shopping preferences graph, 3 Feb. 2021.

Why do you prefer online or in-person? Ex. convenience, excitement for packages, seeing

materials, etc.

Most common reasons for buying online:

- Convenience (10)

- More options/discounts (5)

- Excitement/immediate gratification (2)

Most common reasons for buying in-person:

- Being able to directly see/try on product (15)

- Experience (2)
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- Other (2)

Figure 10. Montgomery, Alexis. Brand trust graph, 3 Feb. 2021.

Figure 11. Montgomery, Alexis. Buying from digitally native brands graph, 3 Feb. 2021.
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Figure 12. Montgomery, Alexis. Purchasing through social media graph, 3 Feb. 2021.

Figure 13. Montgomery, Alexis. Age range category graph, 3 Feb. 2021.

Conclusion

This research reveals that a majority of malls, especially in the local St. Louis area, do in

fact have high vacancy rates. As the stores in the mall become vacant, national brands begin to

pull out of the location, which in turn makes the mall harder to operate. The more small

businesses a mall has, the more it struggles to stay open. This research also concludes that

currently shoppers are about split 50/50 on preferences of shopping online or in-person.

Shoppers enjoy the convenience and availability options the most online, as opposed to being

able to try on or see the product in stores. Social media and influencer marketing continue to

grow as they cater to the growing demographic that shop for products on social media apps and

online. This method of marketing also allows companies to gain instant feedback from

consumers so the company can improve their products.

This consumer survey and research provided a few limitations. The demographic portion

of the survey could have been more varied, as there were gaps between the age groups and a

differing amount between generations. Furthermore, better questions could have been included

that ask what consumers want out of a shopping center. Questions could have asked what
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physical places consumers like to shop at the most such as Target, Walmart, the mall, etc. The

survey could have also asked what consumers desire out of a mall to help identify what malls

could be repurposed into that would save them. It can also be noted that a few months after this

research concluded, it was revealed that the Chesterfield Mall will shut down its doors and be

demolished at the end of 2023.

Malls currently have a grim future, with many closing at a rapid rate around the country.

COVID-19 and the increase of e-commerce and digitally native brands had a toll on this.

However, malls still have a chance to be revived. If malls are able to create a unique atmosphere

with pop-ups and interactive displays and stores with the combination of convenient mobile

ordering, you can combine the two for a unique shopping experience most customers would be

welcome to. They can also be repurposed for a multitude of things like community centers,

doctors offices, or art exhibitions. Malls that focus on experiences, like Mall of America or

luxury shopping centers, are the ones that have the best rate of survival. Malls could also profit

off of nostalgia marketing, drawing consumers back into their heyday with pop culture items no

longer present in our society. On the current path, digitally native brands have the best

opportunity to surpass the popularity of retailers in brick and mortar stores and malls. Most

consumers in this study have already shopped at a digitally native brand or have purchased

products on social media, implying that digitally native sales will continue to thrive in the

coming years. If more consumers choose this route, it will become an even greater threat to

malls.
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